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Abstract. If there is a special square sequence then there is a nonspecial one.

A square sequence on a regular uncountable cardinal 8 is a sequence (Ca : a <

8) such that:

(i) Ca is closed, unbounded in a and Ca+X = {a} ;

(ii) if a is a limit point of C„, then C t = C„ n a ;

(iii) if C is closed, unbounded in 8, then there is a limit point a of C

such that C  ¿CD a.

By D(8) we denote the statement that a square sequence exists on 8 . Principles

of this kind were first considered by Jensen [5]. They have been since then quite

frequently used in recursive constructions of various set-theoretical or model-

theoretical structures [3]. Typically, the single linear construction of type 8 is

achieved as a limit of 8 separate recursive constructions along the sets Ca 's. By

(ii) those recursive steps cohere as if we were doing a single linear construction.

The usefulness of this approach stems from the fact that Ca can be a very

thin subset of a so the a th recursive step is thus simplified. In our case the

thinness of the Ca 's is controlled by the condition (iii), but in many cases one

actually has that Ca has order type < a . The following is the most basic result

concerning the existence of square sequences.

Theorem 1 (Jensen). If 8 is not weakly compact in L, then there is a square

sequence on 8 which is, moreover, constructible.

One can actually show that the square sequence constructed in [5, §6] satisfies

Theorem 1 (see [10, §1]). Note that there is always a square sequence on <y, .

By the condition (ii) the square sequence (Cn: a < 8) can essentially be

identified with the following tree ordering <   on 8 :

a <   ß iff a is a limit point of C„ .

Note that the condition (iii) becomes equivalent to the condition that the tree

8 , <2 has no branches of size 8 . We shall call (Ca: a < 6) a special square
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sequence on 6 if the associated tree 8, < is 0-special in the sense of [8] (see

also [9]), i.e., if there is an /: 8 —> 8 such that f(a) < a for all nonminimal

a, and such that /"'(£) is the union of fewer than 8 antichains for all £.

If 8 is of the form k+ for some k , then a general result of [8] (see also [9])

shows that (Ca : a < 8) is special iff the associated tree 8, < is the union

of k antichains. In this case, using an antichain decomposition A : 0 -* K,

one can canonically refine the square sequence (Ca: a < 8) to another square

sequence (Ca: a < 8) which moreover has the property that the order type

of Ca is < k for all a. Thus, in this case the existence of a special square

sequence of 8 is equivalent to the principle DK of Jensen [5]. The following

is the basic result about the existence of special square sequences.

Theorem 2 (Jensen [5]). If 8 is not Mahlo in L, then there is a special square

sequence on 8 which is, moreover, constructible.

Clearly, there is always a special square sequence on u>x . Note that if

(CQ : a < 8) is a special square sequence on 8, then every stationary subset

of 8 contains a stationary subset which is an antichain in the corresponding

tree. Such a stationary subset clearly cannot reflect. Thus, by Theorem 1 and

the result of Harrington-Shelah [4] it follows that 0(co2) doesn't imply the ex-

istence of a nonreflecting stationary subset of cofinality co ordinals of co2 and,

therefore, it doesn't imply the existence of a special square sequence on co2.

However, a result of Velickovic [12] shows that 0(co2) does imply the existence

of a stationary subset of [co2] ° which doesn't reflect. Another result of Velick-

ovic [11, p. 49] shows that 0(8) implies the existence of two disjoint stationary

sets A and A of cofinality co ordinals in 8 such that a single ô < 8 cannot

reflect both of them. Namely, for £ in 8 let A* be the set of all cofinality co

ordinals a in 8 such that ¿! is in C   and let A* be the set of all such a's for
• a ç

which Ç is not in C . Then there must be a £ in 8 such that both A, and

Ac are stationary. Clearly no S in 8 can reflect both A* and A,. As pointed

out in [11, §1], this together with Theorem 1 and an argument of Baumgartner

[1] shows that the negation of 0(co2) is equiconsistent with the existence of a

weakly compact cardinal.

In this note we shall use methods of [10] in order to prove the following

result about D(0).

Theorem 3. If 8 > co2, then there is a square sequence on 8 iff there is a

nonspecial one.

The proof will use a local version of the function p of [10]. Although the

proofs of the first two lemmas will be almost identical with the correspond-

ing proofs for the function p in [10], we shall give some arguments for the

convenience of the reader. A familiarity with [ 10] will also be useful.

Fix from now on a square sequence (Ca: a < 8) on 8 and a regular infinite

cardinal k < 8. The case k — co is the most interesting one and the reader
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will not lose much by assuming ¡c = to below. We first define a function

AK:[8]2->8 by

\(a • ß) = max{c; e Cß n (a + 1): tp^ n£) = S ■ k for some 3}.

If the set on the right-hand side is empty, put AK(a, ß) to be equal to 0. Note

that Aw(a, ß) is the maximal limit point of Cß smaller or equal to a. The

main object of our study here is the function pK : [8] —nc defined recursively

by

pK(a , ß) = suptttp^ n [A,(a , ß), a)), pK(a , min(Cß\a))}

U{pK({,aj:teCßn[AK(a,ß),a)}).

The convention is that pK(a, a) — 0 for all a. It can be proved that the above

supremum is actually equal to the maximum of some finite set of previous

values. So, to compute pK(a, ß) one needs to know only finitely many previous

values. The following is a very useful property of pK which immediatley follows

from the property (ii) of the square sequence.

(iv) If a is a limit point of C„, then pK(¿¡, a) = pK(¿¡, ß) for all t\ < a .

Lemma 1. Ifa<ß<y<8, then

(a) pK(a,y)<ma\{pK(a,ß), pK(ß,y)};

(b) pK(a,ß)<max{pK(a,y), pK(ß,y)}.

Proof. The proof is by induction on y. We first prove the inductive step for

(a). Let v be the maximum of pK(a, ß) and pK(ß , y). We have to prove that

PK(a, y) < v. To end this, let ya = min(Cy\a) and yß = min(Cy\ß) and let

us consider the following cases.

Case Ia. a < AK(ß , y). Then by (iv), pK(a, y) is equal to pK(a,AK(ß , y)).

Note that pK(a,ß) and pK(AK(ß ,y) ,/J) are both < v so by (b), pK(a,AK

(ß,y))<*.
Case 2a.  a > AK(ß , y). Then AK(ß , y) = AK(a, y) = A.

Assume that ya = y„ = y. Then by (a) for a, ß and y we have that

PK(ot, y) < v since pK(ß , y) < pK(ß , y). Suppose ¿¡ is in Cyn[À, a) which is an

initial part of Cy n [A, ß). Then by (b) for c\ ,a and ß , we have pK(¿¡, a) < v .

Since clearly the order type of C n [A, a) is < pK(ß , y) < v we have checked

that any factor from the defining formula for pK(a ,y) is < v .

Assume now ya<yß. Then ya is in CyC\[k,ß), so pK(ya ,ß)<v. By (a)

for a, ya and ß this gives pK(a, ya) < v . Note that pK(¿¡, ß) < v for every t\

in Cy n [A, a), so by (b) for £ , a and ß , pK(t\, a) < v for any such t,. Since

the order type of C n [A, a) is < the order type of C n [y , ß) we are done

as before.

To check the inductive step for (b), let v be the maximum of pK(a , y) and

PK(ß • y) an<i tet y a and y« oe as before. We have to prove pK(a , ß) < v and

for this we consider again the same two cases.
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Case 1 . a < AK(ß , y). By (iv) p K(a , AK(ß , y)) is equal to pK(a,y) and

is, therefore, < v . Since clearly pK(AK(ß , y), ß) is a factor for computing

PK(ß >V), we have that pK(AK(ß ,y),ß) < v . Applying (a) for a, AK(ß ,y)

and ß , we have pK(a , ß) < v .

Case 2b . a > AK(ß ,y). If ya = yß = y , then pK(a , y) and pK(ß , y) are

both < v so by (b), pK(a,ß) <v. If ya < yß, then PK(ya,ß) is a factor

in the formula for pK(ß ,y), whence pK(ya,ß) < v. From similar reasons,

PK(a , ya) < v so by (a) for a , ya and ß , we have pK(a, ß) < v . This finishes

the proof.

Lemma 2. If a is a nonzero limit ordinal and if a < ß < 8, then there is a

y < a such that pK(£,, ß) > pK(a , ß) for all t\ in [y ,a).

Proof. First of all note the following general fact which follows easily from

the definition of pK : if t\ < a < ß < 8 and if p0(Ç, ß) extends p0(a, ß),

then pK(a, ß) < pK(c; ,ß). (See below or [10, §1] for the function p0.) Let

t = p0(a , ß). Let ô < ß be maximal with properties pQ(ô , ß) C t and sup(Cán

a) - a. Let y be the minimal ordinal above all Cila where £, < ß and

p0(C,ß) is a strict initial part of p0(ô, ß). Since pK(a,S) = 0„ we may

assume S = a in which case / ç p0(Ç, ß) for all t\ in [y, a). Now the

conclusion follows from the aforementioned general fact.

For a < ß < 8 and v < k set

a<lß    iffpK(a,ß)<v.

Then by Lemma 1, each <* is a tree ordering on 8 . Clearly <* is a subset of

<£ when v < x < k and the e-relation on 8 is the union of the tree orderings

<•

Lemma 3. If 8 is not a successor of a cardinal of cofinality k , then for some

v < k , the tree 8, <* is not 8-special.

Proof. Assume <* is special for all v and let fv: 8 —» 8 be the specializing

map. By a simple coding argument, we may assume that there is a single closed,

unbounded C in 8 such that each / is one-to-one on <K-chains which are

subsets of C. A simple pressing down and counting argument together with the

hypothesis on k and 8 show that we can find a stationary set S of cofinality

k+ ordinals in C and a set X such that \X\+ < 8 and such that f"S ç X

for all v < k . Let A = k+ ■ \X\+ and let ß be the Ath member of S . Then

there is a v < k and a subset SQ of S n ß of size A such that pK(a , ß) < v

for all a in SQ. Then fv is one-to-one on S0 contradicting the fact that S0

has size bigger than X.

For a < 8 and v < k set

FKv(a) = {£ < a: pK(¿: ,a) < v) ,

i.e., F*(a) is the set of all <^-predecessors of a. Clearly,

(v) if a is in F*{ß), then F» = F*(ß) n a .
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Note that (iv) is saying that the square tree <2 associated with (C : a < 8)

is a subset of <£j , so each F*(a) is unbounded in a if cfa > 0. Note also

that Lemma 2 is saying that each F*(a) is a closed subset of a. Thus, for

every v < k the sequence (F*(a): a < 8) almost satisfies the conditions (i)

and (ii) from the definition of square sequences. If for each ö of cofinality co

we fix a subset Ss of type co cofinal with S and then use them to recursively

supplement each FK(a) (by adding to it, in a canonical fashion, certain end-

sections of the sets Ss 's) one obtains for each v a sequence (Fv(a): a < 8)

satisfying (i) and (ii) which has the following properties: (1) The tree associated

with (Fi/(a): a < 8) is 0-special iff the tree 8, <* is 0-special; (2) The tree

associated with (Fu:a<8) has a 0-branch iff the tree 8, <Kv has a 0-branch.

Thus we have only to worry about branches of the trees 8, <Kv .

Lemma 4. If the set A of all a < 8 for which Ca has order type k is stationary

in 8, then for no v < k does the tree 8, <K have a branch of size 8.

Proof. Assume <* has a 0-branch F of size 8. Then F is closed, unbounded

in 8 since clearly Fría is equal to jF*(a) for all a in F . Pick a limit point

ß of F in A. Pick a in F C\ ß such that C„ n a has type > v . Then

pK(a ,ß)> v ,& contradiction.

The following lemma finishes the proof of Theorem 3.

Lemma 5. Every special square sequence can be refined in order to satisfy the

hypohtesis of Lemma 4.

Proof. Fix a special square sequence (Ca: a < 8). Assume first that k = co.

We have already noticed that there is a stationary set A of cofinality to ordinals

in 8 which is an antichain with respect to the tree ordering < associated with

(Cn: a < 8). If a is in A, let CQ be any cosequence converging to a. If a

is not in A but there is a ß < a in A, let Ca be equal to Cn\ß . In all other

cases, set Ca = Cn . It is easily checked that (Cn : a < 8) works.

Assume now k > to. Let /:#—># be the regressive mapping witnessing

the fact that the tree ordering < is 0-special. Again, we may assume to have

a stationary set A of cofinality k ordinals in 8 which is an < -antichain. Fix

an a in A . Then by the Pressing Down Lemma there must be a ¿; < a such

that for unboundedly many limit points y of Ca, f(y) < £. Let ¿¡(a) be the

minimal such ¿¡. By refining A, we may assume that for some <f, £,(a) = ¿J

for all a in A . Note that cf(cf) = «:, so we can fix a strictly incresing sequence

{¿^ : v < k} cofinal with <f.

Now for each a in A we define a strictly increasing continuous sequence

{c": v < k} of limit points of Ca by the following rule: c"+x is the minimal

limit point c of Cn above c" such that c > y for every limit point y of Cn

with property f(y) < t\v . Note that this makes Ca = {c": v < k} unbounded

a. Note also the following consequence of the canonical choice of Cn : For

every y in 8 there is a set X ç y such that Caf\ y = X   for all a in A with
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property y < a . For ß in 0, let Yß be the union of all X 's for y <2 ß .

Note that Yß = Cß for ß in A. If ß is not in A but y„ is unbounded in

ß, set C ß - Y ß. Otherwise, let y(ß) be the maximal point of Yß and let

C g = Co\y(ß). The point y(/J) exists since by the aforementioned property

of Ca 's, the set Yß is closed in ß . It is now easily checked that (Ca: a < 8)

is a square sequence satisfying the hypothesis of Lemma 4.

Let us now give some applications of Theorem 3.

Theorem 4. If 8 > to2 and if there is a square sequence on 8, then there is a

nonspecial Aronszajn tree on 8.

Proof. Let (Ca: a < 8) be a nonspecial square sequence on 0 and let p0: [8]

<w 0 be the associated mapping defined by the following rule (see [10, §1]):

P0(a • ß) ~ toiCß n «)>A/?0(a - min(C>\a)),

where p0(a, a) - ( ) for all a. Let

T(p0) = {p0(-,ß) \a:a<ß<8)

be the associated tree where the ordering is inclusion. Then by [10, §1], T(p0) is

a 0-Aronszajn tree (i.e., all levels and all chains of size < 0 ) with many pleasant

structural properties. As before (see [10, §1]), a < ß implies p0(-,a) c

pQ(-, ß), so the tree T(p0) is not 0-special since 0 , <2 is not 0-special.

Corollary 5. If 8 > to2 is not weakly compact in L, then there is a nonspecial

Aronszajn tree on 8.

The corollary, in case 0 is a successor cardinal, is a result of the author which

first appeared as Theorem 5 of [7]. Besides the p0-function, our first proof used

a result of Baumgartner (see [2]) and Shelah-Stanley [7] about the existence of

A+-Aronszajn trees with ascent paths from DA, and a result, first proved by

Laver, that Aronszajn trees with certain ascent paths must be nonspecial (see

[6]). The observant reader will have noticed by now that the arguments of this

note implicitly prove the following fact about Aronszajn tree with ascent paths:

If k < 8 are regular and infinite and there is a special square sequence on 0 ,

then there is a 0-Aronszajn tree with a a:-ascent path.

The crucial fact used in the proof of Theorem 4 is that if the square sequence

(Ctt : a < 8) is not 0-special, then the associated tree T(p0) is not 0-special.

Note that the converse of this fact is also true (see [10, §1]).
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